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Beginning with Input 
Charts 
Developing Academic Language 

Presenter 

  Lisa Ulibarri Miller 

  Janet Kahn School of Integrated 
Arts 

Lisa.ulibarri-miller@aps.edu 

“That describes 
me!” 

Please stand when you hear 
a statement that describes 

you. 

Objective 

  Explore how using visual thinking 
strategies and input charts can 
increase academic language in the 
classroom. 

Language 
Development 
begins with the 
student. 

 

We all enter 
school with a 
story. Our story 
includes 
emotions, our 
level of safety 
and our 
experiences. 

English Language Learners 
May or may not be proficient in their home language.  

Need to learn to navigate and make sense of a language 
they do not own. 
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How do students build language? 
BIC– Basic Interpersonal Communication  
u Social language– friends, needs 
u Low Affective Filter 
u Fulfills our need to be social 

CALP- Cognitive Language Proficiency 
v Academic language 
v Develops more slowly than social language 
v Higher vocabulary, grammatical rules 
v Requires that we be uncomfortable and take risks 

Language Acquisition—Krashen 

Language Acquisition—Krashen Comprehensible Input 

What kinds of supports 
and scaffolds do you use in 
your classroom to support 
comprehensible input? 

Comprehensible input 

Background knowledge + New knowledge: 
*ties to background 
*is strengthened by realia 
*is supported by language modeling 

Affective filter is lowered 
Students have an entry point 
for learning 

Ø Build Background with Visual 
thinking strategies 

Ø  Input Charts 
 

Visual Thinking Strategies 
Arts integration strategy that increases language production when  
studying observation charts. 
 
Give students prompts, stems and guidelines: 
•  What do you notice? 
•  Look at the focal point, now what do you see? 
•  I notice that… which makes me think... 
 
Always be sure to allow for think time, partner talk, whole group 
share out, and ask, “What else do you notice?” and give student 
opportunities to explain how their thinking changes. 
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Visual thinking strategies to 
build background and language 
during observations. 

Pictorial input chart 
Purpose:  Deliver content and vocabulary with visual support 
q Can frontload information for an entire unit 
q Develops background knowledge 
q Can support specific language and content (especially 

vocabulary) 

q Increase language proficiency and connections to text 
through processing the chart 

 
Elements: Visual support, extra photographs or images, word 
cards 

PICTORIAL INPUT CHART EXAMPLES 

Comparative Input chart 
u Increased rigor as students compare and 

contrast two items or concepts 
u Purpose can be varied 

u Animals 
u Symbols 
u Day/night sky 
u Life cycles 
u Habitats 
u Concepts (nouns/verbs) 
u Story characters 

Narrative Input Chart 
Features:   
ü Choose a story related to content 
ü Can be fiction or non-fiction 
ü Opportunity to focus on key ELA concepts like: 

ü Retelling 
ü Sequencing 
ü Story elements 
ü Character traits 
ü Main idea 
ü Details 
 
Connection to content increases comprehensibility 
Can be moved to team tasks for practice of skills 

Team Task 
One minute challenge:  Form teams of 3 or 4 
 
Choose a topic/theme, develop an input chart which 
highlights key concepts and vocabulary 
 
 
Whip around/speed date about experience 
Gallery walk/ Graffiti wall 
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Exit Slip 

1. What was one strength of this 
presentation? 

2. What is one area that could be 
improved in this presentation? 


